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At the End of the Day 
by Natalie Marino 

 
yellow is not loud.
It is the late afternoon
whispering its sweet

breath like a soft dessert
in the tiny square
of a paper tray.

Yellow is a tired old sweater,
a dying leaf. Breathtaking
in its many different shades

of grief, yellow sounds
like the hospital discharge
paper.

Someday I will be a ripe
yellow peach. Gone will be
my pink morning glow

when I stayed up
til the sun rose.
A slow sea turtle

will let go
of a dark moon
in October, for yellow

is the color
everything turns into.
Yellow is the end of love.

“Warning” by Yuu Ikeda

A yellow light
of warning
rampages through
my blood vessels,
to tell me that
the bomb of
disappointment
is about to explode
in me

I know it,
I feel it,
and I hope it,
because
the moment of explosion
is the end of torture



Things That Keep Me Warm 
 (after Diane Lato) by Melissa Jennings 

- Sunlit conversations on the couch and
you don't mind me holding my trauma
like this. 

- Eating partially melted ice cream and
talking about time as if it were a friend
I'm socially distancing with.  

- Getting to build a hocolate ouse for
Spring and we see the future building
the yellow brick road for us 

fields of gold by Simon Alderwick

fellow traveller, it’s been 
a long year. 

you say you’ve seen me — i’m always 
moving, never going nowhere. 

i say: my purpose is motion 
but i like it here. see 

where before the ground was barren — 
now, flowers bloom. a wise philosopher 

whose name is lost to the wind 
said: sometimes i think, sometimes i am. 

& if you listen you might see 
those flowers murmur in agreement. 
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Counterclockwise by Kip Knott

 aubade beginning in abeyance after torrin a. greathouse 

by Patrick Younger

sometimes i spell succor: sucker
for how each owl’s half-lit wings
are shining pennies wished in wells 

 from which i find me unfountained. 
how in darkness all their watchful 
amber eyes between the branches 

look like fruit. how i obey them.



Tips on Keeping your Orchid Yellow by Wendy Allen 
 

You used to look at me open mouthed like I was the winner of The Chelsea Flower
Show’s most coveted prize, the one you’d queue to see; menstrual cup-coloured lips,
sap the colour of organic arousal. You devoured me unflower like, licked my fragile. I
kiss my own scent back, I am garlic bulb ripe, you the opposite Dracula. At midnight
the hot house turns voyeur, its tongue flat pressed against our glass exterior. Now I
spend too long looking at the window ledge we built together. The flower sat upon it
is apricot dry. I don’t know if I like orchids, though I’d like to be called Cattleya. 

 

The Spider in the Shower 
by Beth Gordon

 
Someone said my name today. I was standing 
in the afternoon shower. While I stared at the top
of my feet, someone said my name. With a soft b
like belief or benign. No husband. No lover.
No man standing in the shower. Saying my name.
The b would have been harder in a man’s mouth: 
breakfast or bargain. A translucent gray spider
 rappelled from the ceiling. She rewound when
the first dot of water blew by her like a fly.  
Fruit flies rise from the drain. Not the drain in this
shower full of b’s. They rise from my kitchen
drain. They ballerina on lemon skin.  

Every morning I want to remember something
yellow. Today that yellow thing is the lemon
in the drain. The fruit flies make a sound like belly
ache. If he were not in Vermont he would say:
believe I will never leave. Standing in the shower.
Blinded by soap. The lemongrass soap he bought
at the airport duty-free. He drained the kitchen 
sink. He said see what I bring. The thing I wanted 
was as yellow as God’s heart. The spider clung
to a ceiling crack. I lifted a bright cloth to my skin.
Someone said my name, like a daffodil beginning.
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Yellow Warning Sign By JP Seabright
 

the train clatters past fields 
 of rape

on my journey home to the
 flat country

its virulent yellow screams
 warning, alarm

do not go there, do not 
 pass go

do not expect to be welcomed with
 open arms

why have you not learned that
 they cannot 

love you like they thought they would, it’s
 too difficult

too complicated, too messy, boys
 are easier

fewer expectations, less to go wrong
 less hurt

and, as yellow fields remind me,
 less harm
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Moonbeams by Robin Wright



Please, describe how you feel today by Kulsy Kashmiri

I feel like yellow today 
Buzzy, biting, happy yellow 
I am flying high in the sky yellow 
Spinning in the air, uncaring of what anyone thinks yellow 
Only with myself yellow 
Finding beauty in those alive yellow 
My heartbeat existing as constant company yellow 
Sometimes a lonely yellow 
Fighting chaos, a reeking smell that coats me yellow
This colour can be too bright sometimes, my eyes squint to
recognise myself in all the yellow 
I cannot see myself anymore
I can only see the yellow

8

oberon by JW Summerisle
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Rattle that rolled under the bed because my tiny fist couldn’t grip: 

Paraphernalia Lost in My Piecemeal Life
By Mandira Pattnaik
           

1.
Found in yellowing photograph Mum sent me after my marriage. On a dolphin-and-
mermaid baby quilt, winking at two-year-old me, just before rolling away. Now
treasured in a gold-edged album.

    2. Dad’s promise of a trip to Disneyland: 
Saved note he wrote as my prize for good grades — Hey! I owe you a trip to
Disneyland in the Summer. Then he forgot about it. I saved the note for two years,
bringing it to him every now and then, only to hear, Later, honey! I remember his
yellow teeth, mouth just parted enough so I saw them when he smiled awkwardly,
and the way he flipped the Yellow Pages.

    3. Things I hid and often forgot about:
 Could be under the jackfruit tree. Or in the changing room by the pool. Took toys
and pencils from my baby-brother, for the fun of watching him cry. Once I smuggled
him out in a huge yellow plastic bag when he was just a year old, and hid him in the
backhouse. Good lord! Someone discovered him within minutes, or it could be
worse! 

    4. Miss Lucy’s alphabets on the blackboard:
I couldn’t write fast enough, and no one waits for anybody else. They never do. How
I hated the school uniform, those horrendous yellow sneakers .…

   5. An afternoon under four orange trees heavy with ripe warm fruits: 
Lying on the soft grass, Shyla and myself. Also, my crush peeping over the back wall
of our yard, in yellow Pokémon t-shirt. Can’t say if he cast a spell, but I’ve never seen
eyes that glittery again

6. Heartbreak of Tom Cruise getting hitched: 
I was at Yellowstone Park with six friends, when someone broke the news. I know of
several hundred meltdowns round the globe. Remember the taste of cigarette ashes
I licked as a mark of defiance. And half-a-week pulling down the life-size posters
from my bedroom walls.

          



7. Secret desire to lie in all my glory on the white sands of a palm-lined beach: 
Sandy beaches, with the warm glow of yellow sunshine, north of Marina, between the
cliff and the Agnestrough lighthouse. Never got round to finding a time suitable
enough. Lost the desire later.

8. Dream work-desk facing the sea: 
Someone called me yellow. My skin-color. A new work colleague. Apologized
immediately. But I punched him anyway. I knew I would never be promoted high
enough. He went into the cabin facing the sea, out-of-turn.

9. Song I danced to under a drizzle on my wedding day, and the eyes Mum rolled: 
Dolly Parton’s ‘Hello you said the day we met/ Handing me a yellow rose/ you asked
me out/ And to your surprise / And to mine I said I’d go.’

10. Anxiety dream after our only little-big-baby girl flew out to college: 
I called just to listen to her voice and my husband and I guessing how she was. Just
thinking of her, waiting for to come home, like sunflower in sunny spring.

11. Butter chicken that came from the neighborhood outlet:
Relished it until a doctor told me to avoid turmeric. Now it’s boiled chicken, bland,
white, not the bright turmeric color that made me salivate.

12 Home :
Is not where I stay now. Somewhere in the midst of rolling mustard fields, the yellow
blooms swaying in the summer breeze. 

13. A note:
I wrote on yellow post-it paper, hoping to remember things I forgot and ending up
not knowing where I’d pasted it.

~and that isn’t the END of this list either. For I forgot what else to write except that
someone calls my name from the corridor outside — it’s lunch time for the dementia
patients.          
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La Susona Speaks by Ruth Beddow

La calle de la muerte, Seville 

My only pleasure is the daily fright.
Displaced tourists are the perfect bait 
as they stumble through my serpent maze
and stop – to spy a yellow skull, hollow eyes 
at the wall where they say I died.

Seville as a colour is yellow, too, and I 
the stubborn jaundiced limb of it:
pit-stop photo op for the darker traveller
thirsting for a traitor’s head, or led blind
by an umbrella, a microphone that echoes
through the Jewish Quarter and salts the wound
of having no voice left to scream with.

They say I hitched my skirt for the enemy, 
betrayed my blood for a Christian fuck. 
Killed my father, hung myself, appealed 
to the proper gods and ran, sun swamped
to the Sierra Norte. Every year 
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it’s a different story as cameras flash fallacy,
assume I cannot feel a thing between these bricks –
two toothed, too flawed, too long dead 
to care so much for rumour.

It’s just a bit of fun – they say, in separate tongues.
Six centuries more, and I will tell it as it was. 
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poem for a friend
by Bruach Kandinsky-Mhor

I love your picture of the orioles.
Thank you.
I hung it on my wall.
Four posed on one branch,
black and yellow feathers, 
red beaks, red eyes.
They look down, 
peering at me, seeming puzzled, 
but only slightly. 
They find me comical perhaps,
even ludicrous. 
They see a form that can’t fly
but still hops. 
“What is its purpose?” they wonder.
I look up, shrug, flap, 
then get on with things. 

gretel by JW Summerisle
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Wheat Field with Crows
 Oil on Canvas; Vincent Van Gogh; 1890 - James O'Leary

The sunflower reflective sea casts the surface of the sun 
in feathered ash, rising flares of night into space. 
To point a revolver into one’s own chest is no small work.
A green road sweeps through the belly of breadbuds
as two moons churn & knead a golden bloodrise, an oblivion
of sky. & do I look down or up or across desolate beauty,
this rolling field, not unlike a mirror, more silvered with lust.
Standing at attention my arms composed to mock the beasts
though frolick cannot mask a boom--though the chamber turns
on an axis of talons, deadroots & stars--though I crawl
to my family, a mess, chest painted with beautiful. The road 
previously idyll, charity, muse. & measured attention
has not saved me. & a penniless art spreads coins into open
holes baked to bloom. The land a gut scraped mean of grain.



Marigolds by Christina Ciufo 

Tan-scarlet sky appears 
and illuminates its’ scorching 
light over brown mountains, 
cactuses, bush muhly, 
desert sand, and scattered 
animal skulls. 

Evergreen vines 
emanate from the sand. 
Its vines and leaves
twist and curl
around the cactuses’ green arms.

Small golden-orange buds protrude - 
blossoming marigolds
their yellow-orange petals, 
shaped like ruffled layers 
on the bottom of a flamenco dress, 
elegant and passionate, each petal casts
golden shadows against melted candlesticks, 
black-white portraits of the dead, and tombstones. 

Marigolds, the dead’s flowers 
blooming on the Day of the Dead. 

14

The Abscence of an After by Edward Lee
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Stop Asian Hate
Changing the Conversation: “Yellow Peril” No More by Karmlia Thomas

Chomsky once wrote that the written word is the most effective and long-lasting
tool for change. That through the written word we learn, reflect on and understand
the world. Humankind’s ability to remember experiences, then pass them onto
generation after generation has been our greatest strength. It essentially makes our
human history one prolonged conversation—each generation speaking to the next.
It’s beautiful, but dangerous. One of the most well-known quotes is “history is
written by the victors” and so it has been. Now though, minority voices like Black
Lives Matters and Stop Asian Hate are speaking louder, and the human conversation
is changing. The victors are being silenced. History is being re-written to remember
the downtrodden. So, in this issue’s theme of ‘Yellow’ let’s take a moment to
remember those who were labelled just that for so many years. All those who carried
the weight of ‘being yellow’, and all those who continue to until today. 

“Yellow peril” is exactly the term that was used from the 1800s to describe the
xenophobic behaviors of the West towards groups of Asians. Don’t be confused
—‘peril’ was exactly that. Fear of Asians that was deep-rooted in Westerners, largely
because of historically political fears of China and Japan’s power. ‘Political’ being the
key word. There was no humane reason to xenophobically fear other races; there
was only the political narrative that powerful Eastern States like China or Japan had
to be a threat to the geopolitical power of the West. As is often the case in politics –
politicians make egocentric decisions in big oak rooms, and the everyday person
reaps the consequences of it.  

 
Through the 1900s we see, what is now described as, “orientalism” become
prominent in the West. Middle Eastern, North African and Asian cultures are seen to
be ‘others’, and through that ‘othering’ an anxiety towards them is deepened.
Though politics set the ball rolling, orientalism is largely seen in arts and culture;
from paintings that depict ‘backwards’ and ‘exotic’ cultures, to literature that tells
stories of colonialists travelling to the Far East to explore new worlds. The same arts
and culture that is meant to tell our collective human story has for centuries been
telling the Western story—how the world is according to a Western gaze. 

A current, 21st Century, example of this is seen in conversations around the British
Museum. The British Museum ironically does little to tell Britain’s story and a lot to
tell the stories of Egypt, the Americas, and China, by using a lot of artifacts that—at
best—were not respectfully attained. 
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Since the 1800s, artifacts from “other” parts of the world have been put on display
for museum goers to observe through clear glass and stanchions that physically and
metaphorically separates observers from the cultural object. It ‘others’ the object
and consequently the culture. It sets the narrative that the West is the norm, and the
non-West can be put on display for those curious to see. 

The othering of Asians in the United States has historically had even more grave
consequences. From “yellow peril”, narratives about ‘unclean’ Asians deemed many
Asian immigrants ‘unfit’ for American citizenship. It even led to the Chinese
Exclusion Act (1882), the first legal act that put a 10-year moratorium on all Chinese
immigrants[1]. Centuries later, nothing displays how powerful words are than
racism. How racial slurs and all associated stereotypes from centuries ago are still
found today, and still used to prejudice people. In the face of COVID-19, we see how
the “yellow peril” persist—from Trump’s childish rhetoric that this is the “Chinese
virus”, to a 150% rise in Asian hate crimes in the US[2]. Sticks and stones will break
bones, and it was probably words that encouraged it. And it’s not just in America. In
2020, a Singaporean student at University College London was assaulted on the
streets of London by a group of white males who were heard shouting, “you are
diseased don’t come near me”. Even more, a quick Google search of ‘Asian hate
crimes, Europe, COVID’ brings a stream of articles reporting heightened crime
rates, from the UK, to France, to Germany. 

From the 19th Century to the 21st, the same prejudice against Asian groups has been
seen, though it isn’t until now that groups like Stop Asian Hate are speaking out and,
more importantly, are being heard. So, if you find yourself questioning why
movements like BLM or Stop Asian Hate have to be so vocal, and if you’re tired of
seeing it on your Instagram or Facebook feed, ask yourself: who has been
dominating the conversation until now? Who has been determining what our human
story is? And who has always had the last word? 

As chaotic as the world is, in a lot of ways it feels much more hopeful. As social
movements against racism gain traction, we see a new generation that is much more
considerate with their words and perceptions of people. Though ‘cancel culture’ can
be problematic when used frivolously, young people’s awareness of injustices in the
world, and their motivation to speak out against it, highlights a much needed and
collective change in our common narrative. As human history goes on, and we
continue to write the story with every life lived today, it’s important that the story
being told is one close to the truth. A story that is inclusive of everyone; each life
being lived. A story that we can be proud of when we pass it down to the next
generation. ____________

[1] https://theconversation.com/the-long-history-of-us-racism-against-asian-americans-from-yellow-peril-to-model-minority-to-the-chinese-virus-135793
 

[2] https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/anti-asian-hate-crimes-increased-nearly-150-2020-mostly-n-n1260264
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First Kiss by Shiksha Dheda

I see you
-clutching at your worn out bag,
-looking at strangers passing by.

You see me
-laughing.

I walk up to you
-closer-
so close that the grey scarf 
(wrapped inelegantly)
around your neck 
blows against my yellow fingerless gloves.

The wind that brushes 
across your face, 
caresses mine
just a second later.

We didn't know it then
but that 
was our 
first kiss.

Valentines by Amy Moretsele

Internet yogi tells me
calm that monkey mind or
notice it. 
One and the same
addressing the
feral animal in my head. 
I roll around in bed
at night with my
fingers between my legs
wondering
which hot guy on the
dating app will save me.
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lemons by Veronica Jarboe
  
these lemons are not bitter 
i’d say they're sweet  
but  
my tongue doesn’t quite 
like them because  
it has the taste of days  
of pinched cheeks, warm honey, 
fried chicken grease on  
aging laugh lines,  
and stale but citrusy air  
 that you no longer breathe 
nor move in.  
 these lemons are ten pound 
weights weighing me down 
with their juice.  
 the same juice i used to love. 
now, it’s gone all but bitter 
simply because you and them 
are both spent, and now gone. 
i can’t seem to separate the two 

Buttercups for Breakfast by Marie Little

He's plucking buttercups from the lawn, innocent as a daisy, and all I can think
about is the walls that night. How the sickly yellow made it so much worse, like a
rush of bile you're not expecting. I'd been in black and the shoes you never liked (yet
borrowed once). You had on that top that was far too milkmaid but just the right
amount of see-through, and your eyes were greener than I had ever seen them. He
squashes a pudgy handful of flowers into a play pan. Begins to claw up dirt to add to
my breakfast. You hadn't cried. I had. Protracted and messy, turned to the ugly
yellow walls in protest. The floor had been sticky, but your hands cool and dry. He
adds grass and fir cones. Yellow heads push for air in the mix. After the words, after
the crying, we had more drinks - argued over who would pay, like new lovers, not
just-broken ones - and danced a little; smaller quieter moves, in our own spaces. I
found a spot on the wall to focus my fears, watched the hem of a skirt fly and tangle.
I don't know where you were. He holds a buttercup under my chin.

The Kiss of the Morning by Edward Lee
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Daffodils by Linda McMullen

I can tell my Alice likes the daffodils best, although she’s never said so.
I wheel her about the neighborhood, where spring is tucked into patches of earth at
the ends of driveways and in window-bound flower boxes. She usually turns her
Lingraphica off so we can embrace the mellow sunshine. Without the pressure of
speech.  

We circle the cul-de-sac, stopping in front of the Bronson’s beautiful
garden. Alice gestures enthusiastically toward the golden flower heads as Melody
and Piper Bronson emerge from behind their house, sporting blond braids and
butter-colored rompers. They spot us; they’re running, shrieking – pointing.  

 I’ve spoken to their mother. Several times.  
 
“Guh, guh!” they shout, laughing. Alice had tried to engage them, once,

without her tech. An incident never forgotten. “Guh!”

“Where’s your mom?” I ask. My voice is steel. They don’t care; they bolt behind
the house, to take refuge in mutilating their daisies. 
 

 I wheel Alice toward the Bronsons’ front door. “Guh!” she cries. 

“No? I don’t want them to think that behavior is OK.”
 
 Alice shakes her head.
 
“You’re a better person than I am,” I say, knocking. I backed down last time,
when Alice asked me – I want to respect her voice – but I’ve had it.
 

 “What is it, Jenny?” Samantha Bronson opened the door just halfway.
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 “Your girls. Again.” 

Samantha looks down at Alice with the downward-slash mouth of a pineapple
fish – but addresses me. “It’s not as though she understands.”

 It’s all I can do not to give her a fat lip. “As I’ve explained, she’s non-verbal, but
she absolutely comprehends cruelty,” I said. 
 
 Alice turns on her Lingraphica. I just want to be friends, she says.  
 
 Samantha’s lips pucker. “I’ll keep them in the back yard. Enjoy your walk,” she
says, and closes the door.
 
 “You were right,” I sigh to Alice, as we turn away from the door. Alice motions
for me to stop, a most mischievous look on her face. I kneel beside her chair,
tickle a pair of the Bronsons’ daffodils out of the earth, and hand them to her.
She beams.
 
 I suspect I know why she likes them. They always smile back.

Bee by Tucker Lieberman



jaune by Assia Messaoudi
 

i don’t know why i never picked her 
as my favourite colour

i think i took her for granted 
because she’s in everything that 

makes the world brighter 
she is the colour yellow 
happiness encompassed 

in single streaks of sunshine
makes you want to stare at the sun

not caring if you’ll go blind
yellow like public transit rails

makes you hold on for dear life 
you find safety in her 

she is yellow like those flowers 
never out of season 

like my favourite banana medicine 
sweet enough to always make me feel better

yellow like hb pencils 
always fills in the right answers 

yellow like summer 
like warmth 

like everything good the world has to offer
like a squeeze of lemon

an extra kick 
a secret ingredient 

made with love 
she’s yellow like the coat that covers you from rain

and she’s yellow like the sun when it finally comes out again
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Reflected Sunburst by Mary C. Johansen

Saxon Suit #12
(For Henry) by David Rudin
 
On the shores of recompense,
Crabs pierce sunlight with claws of ancient time
Dreams, whisperings, buds growing in the hospital garden,
Meeting the fragility of light as the softness of spring
Falls like a star caressing the night’s sky;
A god’s tear bringing waking dreams down from the darkness
Into skull, empty for a moment, for a single resplendent beat
I am free from sorrow, which has stalked my every thought
Since death scuttled into centre of my childhood iris
And birthed tears full throated and easeful,
As the moon coats some silent shore,
And I featherless, full of bony light
Pace around this room sterile
And dense with the unheralded grief of men,
Passing, fitfully in to shadow, into the dark hands of time,
Enclosing tender years blooming fragility
With no lover to nurture each deepening root.
Don’t cry Henry the lyrics you brought to me
Are full of your individual beauty
And while your mind is shipwrecked on a continent
Free from reality’s eye
I see you, I hear you and you are loved.
Don’t cry Henry the world will flood with such tears.
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Hopscotch by Robin Wright

Ben Nevis by J. Rafferty

It’s a close green here
to proper green, but not quite.
The bundles of buttercups
and flecks of thistles tinge
it all a shade too yellow to be proper green.

The blue-green stalks of reeds sprout
in tufts here and there
like volcanic islands in a sea
of not-quite-proper-green waves.

They’re potholed scarcely 
with crests of bright 
sun-dyed stone foam.
Fence post stacks jut
out in impossibly parallel
coastlines along the sandy
shallow bike paths which split
the not-quite-proper-green sea.
There goes another spandex 
clad Moses on a dirt bike.

More an ocean 
than a mountain range.



 From the Post Malone and Swae Lee song Sunflower

Ode to Grief by Jayant Kashyap

 A Golden Shovel after ‘The House with Only
an Attic and a Basement’ by Kathryn Maris

Like a lemon, that is bitterness and everything else at once, or the
colour yellow — but not butter; — and a woman

could tell you there are words that live only in
the dark — like deceit; — that they’re corrosive, like a body with a fear of itself. The

windows are somehow smashed, but it won’t leave the attic.

 *

Like the sun, that burns on the inside. The body did
know this once, but perhaps now it does not;

that it has forgotten how to love, the way we all almost have;
and it doesn’t think anymore of kindness, or of visitors,

instead of things that burn — the bodies, the
woods, a candle flame; and it thinks of all those things that man

can have: the capacity to be cruel to mirrors; the comfort in staying tucked in.

 *

Like a flower, prophetic of its own demise — the bees for pollen; the
hand for lover; the wreath for the body long in the basement —

and quiet songs strung before time, like one that someone gave
the sunflower: I think your love would be too much1; or others that played at parties.

And a flower is a body — often broken, and it falls; and that
in time it knows: if it were

not for the pain that takes you there, everything we touched would be popular.

1.
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https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/poems/58578/the-house-with-only-an-attic-and-a-basement
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poetrymagazine/poems/58578/the-house-with-only-an-attic-and-a-basement


23rd of May, 2021 by D Rudd-Mitchell

All along this cliff top, 
High above golden sand,
Old and young couples,
Are out again like May’s sunshine, 
ambling or sitting.

An engraved padlock is rusting,
On the East Clifftop;
It withholds its story.

It occurs to me that Romeo, 
Could not have crossed 
Verona during lock down.

After a year of plague
Many loves have been lost or mislaid.

Truth, like most of history, 
Is under lock and key,
But either way, the wild yellow flower,

seems fitting.
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Undercurrents of the Afternoon by Patricia Hawkhead

Sunshine through net curtains
elastic ripples on limbs and sheets
shimmered waters of falling light.

Languorous movement, diminished weight,
rolling in slowtime to cyclic rhythms
turning about evening’s soft ebb

where sunlight sinks into night’s horizon
and we surface to breathe in dusk,
slick as swimmers, our salted lips

tasting for summer
its high tides,
the slow casting of nets.
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Why I am not a chef by Michael Black

I can’t make curry. 
Why? I used too much 
turmeric. Everything was 
yellow. I added Saffron 
which made things worse. 
In the dish there can only 
be one yellow. You can’t 
take out any yellow. Though 
yellow is a spice, I go 
on adding hues till the dish  
does not taste like sunlight. 
In paintings there are 
all yellows. Emily Dickinson 
was right to say that 
yellow is the exceptional 
colour in nature. The one 
to use with care and caution. 
This is what I mean by 
tending my palette with 
amenable delicacy. 

I start to paint. I can’t find 
any yellow. I try to make 
paint from turmeric, but 
I have not planned it. 
On google, I find 
poems about yellow. 
There is more yellow 
in poetry than there is 
daylight yellow when
out in the park everyday. 
Weeks go by. I have only 
a page of words. There is 
no means to distinguish 
yellow except with red, 
blue and green fruit. 
One day I think of 
outlining a big blank shape. 
I fill it with yellow. 
I try to imagine post-internet 
pastoral but only rewrite 
a Coldplay song I knew 
from teen days of yore. 

I start to go through the poems.
John Clare reminds me about
the Yellowhammer. I continue 
on google to seek yellow 
birds to write poems about. 
Some ornithologists disagree
with Emily Dickinson 
about how much yellow 
feels good in nature. 
I try too hard to use 
yellow in a dessert. 
I make a plate called 
yellow fever using 
gold leaf and misted lemons. 
I consider writing about 
mellow yellow sweetness, 
but instead I leave a note 
about trying to find yellow 
naturally and with love. 



An Extract of by Lucy Holme

‘You use Evyan skin cream, and sometimes you wear L'Air du Temps, but 
not today. 
Today you are determinedly unperfumed.’
—Hannibal Lecter, The Silence of the Lambs

You don’t spook easily.
Know already what it’s like 
to be stared at by men. 

ylang-ylang, iris, jasmine and clove

You avoided the tedious, sticky 
fumbling in the back seats of cars.
 
Moved on to strangers with maroon eyes 
through white and yellow glass,
undeterred.

rosewood, cedar and bitter bergamot 

Sniff the air, the West Virginia breeze.
Capture the scent of teenage unease,
of messy bedrooms, scented paper. 
Of well-worn cotton summer dresses.

wild rose and sandalwood linger at dusk

You caressed Les Colombes, doves entwined, 
the subtlest of feminine accord.
Thought of your mother’s warm arms. 

Stroked opaque Lalique so smooth 
and solid in your hand.
On the day she died.

violet and amber, carnation, musk

The touch of a collarbone, 
desire unstated.
A motif she bore
and passed onto you. 

You did not come to represent 
virginity, to sweat in fear. 

27  1. Evyan is the brand name of the moisturiser Lecter identifies as being the one Starling uses, a body lotion named ‘White Shoulders.’

2. L’Air du Temps is a perfume created in 1948 by Nina Ricci which has the following identifiable notes: ylang-ylang, iris, jasmine, clove,
rosewood, cedar, bergamot, wild rose, sandalwood, violet, amber, carnation, musk orange flower, cardamom, ambergris, peach, lily of the
valley, celery seed, benzoin resin, rosemary, gardenia, vetiver, patchouli, orchid, and mousse de chêne (otherwise known as oakmoss.)
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orange flower, cardamom, ambergris

It will take more than a kiss and make up,
the pretence that war is over
when it has scarcely begun.

gardenia, vetiver, wet patchouli, 

The smell of gardenias—
the garden of your hometown 
sprinkled with bones, laced with regret. 
You carry it on your skin. 

But you knew today was the day to be 
decidedly unperfumed.

You knew that your body is a rising sun. 
That it seeks redemption. 
A quietude. A triumph 
over white flowers.

benzoin balsamic resin, rosemary

You are nothing like the night.
But are comfortable in its grip.

Within the angles of a pitch black 
basement, 
the darkness of a well

peach, lily of the valley, celery seed

perfume hanging like 
a thick cloak,
wrapping you up, 
in the gauze of his gaze.

dappled orchid, mousse de chêne

It is not at all like you dreamed.
Those who spy, who hide, 
in plain sight, who beckon 
closer please closer 

But you cannot be distilled, Clarice.
Leered at, dismissed.

Taken like a lamb, 
to slaughter.
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A Yellow Ring by Emma Lee

A delicate flutter of yellow caught me
as my hayfever-fuddled brain
tried to work out what it was seeing.
A summered colbalt, black eye
of a flower sized for a doll's house.
The cat nudged me to feed her.
I returned next morning, the bunch
of forget-me-nots seemed paler,
a couple of flowers had lost their sun.
I could hear the buzz of the culprit.
Unlike with humans, these washed-out
flowers were healthy, pollinated.
I gave you breakfast. Shifted you
away from bedsores, attempted 
to make the bed more comfortable.
The days marked by a dimming of stars,
until you went back to hospital
and I came home alone, a new status,
all but one of the forget-me-nots 
faded to the white of sympathy bouquets.
I cut and pressed it so it would keep.

Diana's Pool by Wallace Barker

Ozarkan forest and this terrestrial
empire of the yellow king
exotic disease pulsates
just beyond the boundary lines

and the temperate summer sun
rolling off the hilltops to settle
down filtered through the canopy
all these fat butterflies maundering.

I have a head for games of chance.
I have a brain for time alone.
To sleep for hours at midday
among the lambent shadowplay.

Dead leaf forest floor
new growth a delicate stem
pushing into the dapples
all my family walking now

to Diana's pool.
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Magnolia Warbler in Central Park, 
New York City by Kate Deimling

Kinetic, frenetic,
flitting, falling,
a tiny tang of light.

Its body trills
up and down tips of trees.
Find it, and it’s gone — 

no, settled for a second.
Black and white dapple
like shade its top.

Now the taut belly turns
to us, flashy as a taxi
with jaunty black bands.

Imagine inside
a pea-sized heart
that taps and taps away,

the empty bones
always lifting, lifting,
as the bird is borne

into the light, rises,
itself a drop of light,
a bright particle

interrupting the air.

“I'll leave you” by Richard LeDue

no fourth generation quilt, 
nor bootlegged bottles 
after an adoptive grandfather 
died in his sleep 
before I was born, 
but the remembrance of cat fur 
stuck to socks, 
and beer in a coffee mug, 
while cats hid because they didn't trust 
visitors, even a daughter  
(your grandmother) 
who phoned every night. 

 Almost everything my grandmother owned 
yellowed from cigarette smoke 
as the smell was just accepted 
the same as others reminiscence about cookies 
in the oven 
or banana bread cooling 
until it's placed in plastic wrap. 

 Her home, on land she didn't own, 
was bulldozed six months after 
they played sad fiddle music at her funeral. 

Nothing worth fighting over 
in her will either, 
so memories like this poem  
are the best I can do 
for you,  
while the future is easier: worms  
wondering how they took such a wrong 
turn, missed the apple tree 
and found a corpse, 
who we assume wishes could say, 
“I love you” 
one more time.
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 The Shining Sun Was Yellow
 by Edie Meade

 The boy dumps the bin perilously close to the baby and toys sing themselves back
to life. Rainbow buttons blink over a landscape: The sea was green, the sky was
blue, the shining sun was yellow! An old-fashioned doorbell rings beside a
mirrored door: Who is it? It’s you! Baby rocks on all fours and brother toddles off,
indifferent as before. Their mother pinches the bridge of her nose and rubs at the
late-afternoon headache there. For all its calamitous noise and color, the pile is a
portrait of her fatigue. She must be dully present, half-vigilant in the middle of a
mess she has repeatedly cleaned. All these toys she brought home from the
factory. She poured yellow suns into their molds, soldered soundboards where
their shining songs live, snapped the ribcages of their battery cases together. She
likes toys better unassembled, silent, upside-down on the line.
 
Her eyes stray to her phone; the boy senses competition in the gesture and rushes
back to shove his baby brother. Mother heaves herself from the chair. She repeats,
for the third time in as many minutes: Do you need a time out? The boy throws his
shoulders up in imitation of his father’s grudgeless shrug. He knows time out only
exists as a bell in his mother’s throat. Why don’t you play with your toys? Having
outgrown relationships with inanimate objects, he seeks to animate Mother. If it is
only a ringing bell, it is a response.
 
 Baby is as yet oblivious to this conflict. His wet fingertips waggle over the toy
train to sound its old-world whistle. Yellow wheels click-clack in the air, an
animal on its back. It beckons: Let’s chug along to the seaside! Mother returns to
gull-chased slips of wave washing her feet when the boy was still afraid of the
water. He was the only baby the last time they spent a day at the beach.
 

 The boy loves the primary-colored cacophony of the port better than any sun-
soaked beach, better than any toy. He loves the monstrous cranes and container
ships monopolizing the shoreline, the intermodal labyrinth Father masters day in
and day out. Without clear memory he longs for the shining days that shaped him,
before Brother was born, when Father brought him to the guard station to repeat
the same greeting to a hundred men at the high golden window. The wrinkles of
Father’s work-worn squint warm him each evening like rays of that distant sun.
 
 When Baby sets the train in motion again, the boy wrests it from him for a
moment’s entertainment. I’m not going to tell you again, Mother says and they
both know she will. She scoops Baby up before he topples sideways onto the pile.
She needs a time out more than the boy. Her shift will come soon enough. 
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The factory is filling a port-bound order for the houses with the mirrored doors
that must load tonight; at the edge of the toy pile she toes the prototype she
brought home a week ago. Its sunny voice greets her: Who is it? It’s you! The
hinges have already loosened from being dropped door-side down. She checks
her phone for Father notifications.

 
 From the boy’s low vantage the door windows glow like three gold kites. He
yanks at Brother’s feet as Mother stands looking out the diamonds. Do you need
a time out? She forgets him in the sunset.
 
 Father is on his way home; train wheels grind as freight backs up on the tracks.
Perhaps there was another accident. A moment’s inattention and a crane
collapses, sending millions of dollars’ worth of cargo into the sea. One or two
men could be killed in a crash like that. 
 
 Father raises the gates ahead of the ambulances, leans out to wave them
through. He shaves precious seconds from the emergency response time. When
the news crew arrives, he will recount the colossal racket of the crane smashing
into the port. He will repeat for pretty reporters a story about men he saw at the
gate this morning. Perhaps he was the last person they spoke to. They were hard
workers with families at home. He remembers their last exchange: Have a good
one. You, too. His mouth stiffens, losing words for what is unspeakable, for life
beyond the guard window. He is always a good interview.
 
 When Father gets home he will reenact the accident with long craning arms and
the toy bin. Wrinkles radiating from his eyes, he will show the boy how to spill
with maximum clamor. The boy’s eyes will rove to Mother for her time out bell,
but she will not clang this time. She is trying to be more present. She will hug the
children to her ribcage and invest fresh significance in the banal. 
 
Soon she will assemble thousands of houses with mirror doors that ding-dong
and flash her reflection in plastic. From her lap Baby will lean over, eager to play
with Father and Brother, and press his rainbow buttons. Sea of green, sky of
blue, shining sun of yellow, and into the singsong sea, the bin will spill again.
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Bold
after Jenny Joseph 
by Janet Hatherley

When I’m older, I will wear yellow—
a fake fur coat in memory of teddies,
bright as daffodils on an old Spring day.

I’ll climb on my bike, the seat down low, push off 
kicking through the flyaway dust. I’ll lift 
my size eight feet in the air, the wind’ll be 

in my palomino hair, bump-bump 
over gravel on the unmade road,
high on my wheels as I whizz downhill.

For my break, I’ll take a train to Penzance, 
a bus to Sennen. I’ll pull on my wetsuit, lift 
my lemon-yellow bodyboard 

over the waves, wait for the big one
—and leap. 
Light as a goldfinch, I’ll soar over the heads

of adults and kids, who’ll stare up at me, 
mouths open wide, as I sweep 
onwards to the shallows, Superwoman

skimming to a halt, heavy on the washed-flat sand.
At the bus-stop, I’ll stop to pick 
a handful of dandelions for my tea.

When I’m older, I will wear mustard,
a jumper that’s covered in toucans and tigers. 
Back in the city I’ll swipe 

my Freedom Pass, yellow headphones on. 
I’ll walk up the escalator, 
overtake the business men, one by one. 

When I get to the top, I’ll jump off quick, 
vanish in the light—
blink, blink and I’m gone. 
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My Lover as a Series of Yellow by Lorelei Bacht 

1. A lemon, restless on the branch, 
all too ready for the plucking, and yet:
a skin like a rhinoceros, severe – and is 
it worth the effort to peel it? Inside, 
a caustic juice that somehow keeps 
me coming back for more, for more.

2. A dandy-lion, thinking high of his 
petals – you'd think he was the only patch 
of yellow on the field. Mostly contained, 
mostly a slow-burner, then a surprise
explosion of anger: the need to leave 
a mark, prove something or other.

3. The sun, not in the sky but on paper,
the kind a four-year-old would draw – I 
goggle-eyed, like a toddler, admire him: 
how beautiful, how round, how edible, 
a lemon pie, a thick spread of custard – 
losing track here, and ready to worship. 

4. An apple snail: is it resilient or fragile?
Delectable to fish, and I am one, and she 
is two. But never without leather shoes, 
a tie, top-hat, a shell – appear proper in all 
circumstances. And a mouth like a kiss, 
but the kiss a rubbing of sandpaper. 

5. A squash, a slice of middle-aged 
cheddar: melt it in the oven, patience
is required. When he comes out, how he 
comes out – returned all brown around
the edge, something close to perfect – 
I say to him: please, take all my money.  
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Backyard EMDR Therapy by Shannon Sullivan
TW: Self-harm, drug use.

I gave up my large plastic yellow, or possibly orange, chair for a wasp about five
minutes ago. Now, about four feet away from him, I watch as it inspects the belly of
the arm, rubbing its legs together. It is May, and it is the second warmest day of this
year so far. I don’t know this for certain, but I am almost sure. It is May and I have
lived here for ten months. Here, being the very west part of Virgina, maybe two
hours from West Virginia. My backyard, where I am now, is partially outlined by
bamboo trees. They make an L shape around the left hand side, if you look at them
from the inside of the sliding glass door of the basement, where I am living. It’s an
invasive species, bamboo. I know this because I am told this, and also because
whenever I mow the lawn, the blades slice and throw loose bamboo, which soon
bring new shoots that appear incredibly pointed but are kicked over easily. I can not
tell you what kind of bamboo it is, I haven’t looked into it. Truthfully, in these ten
months of living here, the only interest I take in the bamboo are the roosting
starlings or maybe bats that stir around, almost violently, at night when someone, a
friend, or sometimes myself, shines a flashlight near them. The existence of the
starlings, or bats, unseen but heard, brings me back to this wasp. I can see it clearly,
but the only noise I hear right now is, if I had to identify every sound present to me:
leaves rolling within the wind, and a few birds in the distance. The wasp rubbing its
legs together reminds me of my own hand, six years ago, reaching into the cash
register in front of me at Winn-Dixie. I was lifting the till to retrieve the stamps
underneath it for an older woman. When I moved my right hand to pass over the
sheet of stamps she didn't immediately lift her arm to grab them, instead, she looked
up at me from under the folds of her eyelids and said: “do you know what they say
when it’s raining and the sun is shining?” I looked through the glass automatic doors
to see if her question was relevant, and it was bright outside, and it was drizzling.
“No,” I was sort of smiling here, I think, that sounds like something I would do. “It
means the devil is beating his wife.” I don’t know what I did then. Knowing myself,
knowing how I was at 17, I probably said “oh” and then waited a beat, ripped her
receipt from the printer, and said: “have a nice day,” or something normal like that. 



 I’m not going to lie and say it sent chills down my spine, but it was certainly odd to
me and I knew that then, recognized the oddity of it and maybe discussed it with
myself, shallowly, of course; it didn’t demand, right then, large dissection. 17, I had
long hair then, probably tied up. It had to be worn up, so it was. This is in Florida,
and I lived right across the street from Winn-Dixie. I didn’t need to drive to work,
but I did. I had a Honda Accord, green, it was a coupe. It wasn’t necessarily nice, but
it was cool, or rather, it would become cool when I looked back on it. I would drive
home later that day and I would probably sit on the couch, still in my uniform, and
my mom would probably make me dinner. This was a normal thing, though I don’t
remember much of it. I remember the green carpet, and the stairs, it was a
townhome. There was a lake right outside the sliding glass door. That lake would
smell awful around dog days, and large pleco fish would reach the banks, dead. I
think they were plecos, they were sucker fish nonetheless. Larger than my foot,
which is a size 8. Upstairs was my room. There, I remember hearing my mom fall
down the stairs. I remember staring at her from the top of the stairs. Actually, I
didn’t remember this until I started writing this, thinking hard about the green
stairs. She was high, at this time I didn’t know on what–she would tell me years from
then. Years meaning less than three, as she would die in two years from this memory
of being 17 and working at Winn-dixie on the day a woman told me what they say
about sun showers. I remember walking up the stairs, too, around the fourth of July,
to my dad’s girlfriend walking out of his room and telling me there was an accident.
When I pushed by her he had a gauze covering. He lost his eye, a firework. I wasn’t
there, but a lot of people in the apartment complex were. One girl was hit by his
blood, or so I was told. Another time, my mother now, in my father’s room, laid on
the bed while a paramedic rubbed his knuckles on her sternum to wake her up from
the overdose, and she did, and she looked pissed. I guess I would be too, with a
daughter always calling 911. Downstairs now, she has locked herself in the bathroom
with a knife. This was after she split her wrist open in front of me. I must confess I
don’t actually remember the blood, maybe she only threatened it, I do remember the
bathroom, and calling the police, again. Two years after being outside of that
bathroom, I’m walking into a new apartment, we’re still in Florida, and my dad is
running out of the bathroom, and he is the one this time telling me to call 911. I went
to the bathroom first, 
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I think my mom was in between the toilet and tub, or passed out on the toilet seat, I
only really remember her on the center of the bathroom floor, after my dad lifted
and dragged her to it, and pressed his fist into her chest, pausing only to scoop his
fingers inside her throat. I remember this part, I do. I remember how blue she was. I
remember my friend Summer calling 911 next to me, I don’t remember what she
said. I remember moving away from them and laying down in the laundry room. I
remember the cool floor, and I remember thinking: I might die, I could die with the
way my heart is working. When the paramedics came, or maybe it was the cops first,
it’s usually the cops first, they asked me how old she was. “45.” I don’t know where
my dad is here, but I know they, whoever, are working on her in the bathroom. I
don’t remember standing up and walking, but I did, to the dining room, where I laid
down again, underneath the table. I am 19 now. I am 19 and I am praying, I
remember that, because I was doing it aloud. Maybe it wasn’t praying, I was telling
myself: “she’s going to be okay.” I don’t remember her being taken out of the
apartment, I think someone told me to close my eyes. I don’t remember walking
down the outdoor flight of stairs to get to Summer’s mom’s car, who would take us
to the hospital. I remember being in the car. I remember looking at my dad from the
backseat, how he was trying to be normal. I don’t remember walking through the
hospital, but I do remember the young doctor who said “are you the Cook family?” to
which I said, stupidly, “no, that’s her maiden name, but I’m her daughter.” There
were stutters and pauses in this, I remember. He said, and I remember this well,
“Miss Cook didn’t make it.” I remember being on the ground next, I remember
smelling bleach from the tile. I remember screaming: “my mom is dead,” as if to
assure myself, as if to make it more true and less true, like how saying a word over
and over makes it lose its meaning. I remember the nurse, I remember yelling at her.
I remember her telling me to calm down. I don’t remember how I got to a hospital
bed, but I remember being thirsty laying in it. I remember a different nurse walking
up to me and saying: “my mom died too.” I remember looking at her and hanging
onto that last word. I often think I am still left there. I remember my sister, sobbing
outside of the room I was in. I remember this because I had never heard her like
that, and I really would never hear it again.
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The wasp is bobbing up and down in the air occasionally grazing the yellow, or
possibly orange, chair and I am remembering. I suppose I am proving my existence
this way, tracing back to times when I knew my existence meant something, meant
something as in, I was in proximity to someone else, someone who moved me.
Affected. Someone who, possibly, gave me the ruins I carry. No, she was only an
older woman. No, he was only my father. She was only my mother. I am only here,
existing, too far from them all.
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You can learn more about Assia on her website assiamessaoudi.com.
David Hay is an English Teacher in the Northwest of England. He has written poetry and prose since the age

of 18 when he discovered Virginia Woolf's The Waves and the poetry of John Keats. He has currently been
accepted for publication in Dreich, Abridged, Acumen, The Honest Ulsterman, The Dawntreader,

Versification, The Babel Tower Notice Board, The Stone of Madness Press, The Fortnightly Review, The Lake,
Selcouth Station, GreenInk Poetry, Dodging the Rain, The Morning Star as well as The New River Press 2020

Anthology. His debut publication is the Brexit-inspired prose-poem Doctor Lazarus published by Alien
Buddha Press 2021.

Mary has lived on islands all her life. She is a writer, poet and photographer living on Long Island. She has
been published in the US and the UK. She loves traveling, early morning walks, yoga and meditation.

J. Rafferty is a godfather and an eejit. He’s the Social Media Manager for Sage Cigarettes Magazine and his
poetry has been featured in several journals including Capsule Stories, Lights on the Horizon, Broken Spine

Arts and the Alcala Review. When not losing games of pool he, sometimes, writes stuff.
Jayant Kashyap is a Pushcart Prize-nominee and author of the poetry pamphlets Survival (Clare Songbirds,

2019) and Unaccomplished Cities (Ghost City Press, 2020). He has a zine, Water, forthcoming from Skear
Zines later this year and is always working on at least a couple more. Recently, he was also shortlisted for

the 2021 New Poets Prize.
D Rudd-Mitchell is an occasional poet, photographer, reviewer and writer. His work has appeared in

Chapbooks and Zines.
Patricia Hawkhead has been published widely in journals such as Re-Side, Iota, Odyssey, Fatchance,

Presence and the HaikuUniverse. She lives in the South West of England.
Michael Black did his undergratuate at the University of Dundee. He then completed an MLitt in Modernities

at the University of Glasgow where he is now finishing a PhD on Virginia Woolf and William Blake.
Lucy Holme is from Kent in the UK and lives in Cork, Ireland raising her three young children. Her work

can be found in Opia Lit, Porridge, One Hand Clapping, The Honest Ulsterman and Wrongdoing magazines
and is forthcoming in The Liminal Review, The Cormorant, Crossways, and Tír na Nóg.

 



Thank you for reading this issue and supporting our zine as it grows.

Emma Lee’s publications include “The Significance of a Dress” (Arachne, 2020) and "Ghosts in the Desert"
(IDP, 2015). She co-edited “Over Land, Over Sea,” (Five Leaves, 2015), was Reviews Editor for The Blue Nib,

reviews for magazines and blogs at http://emmalee1.wordpress.com.
Richard LeDue (he/him) was born in Sydney, Nova Scotia, Canada, but currently lives in Norway House,
Manitoba. His first chapbook, “The Loneliest Age,” was released by Kelsay Books in 2020, and a second
chapbook, “The Kind of Noise Worth Writing Down,” is forthcoming in early 2022 from Kelsay Books.

Wallace Barker lives in Austin, Texas. More of his work can be found at wallacebarker.com.
Kate Deimling is a poet and translator from Brooklyn, New York. Her poems appear in recent or

upcoming issues of Wrongdoing Magazine, Crosswinds, and Janus Literary. She’s a poetry reader for
Bracken and has translated six books from French on topics ranging from Renaissance art to the wine

industry.
Edie Meade is a writer, artist, and mother of four in Huntington, West Virginia. She is passionate about

literacy and collects books like they’re going out of style. Say hi on Twitter @ediemeade or
https://ediemeade.com/.

Janet Hatherley lives in London and is a special needs teacher. She has poems published in several
magazines including The Interpreter’s House, Under the Radar, Stand, Coast to coast to coast, Brittle
Star, Spelt, Green Ink and Dust and was shortlisted in Coast to Coast to Coast’s portfolio competition,

2020.
Lorelei Bacht had never considered yellow – better late than never. Her work has appeared or is

forthcoming in Beir Bua, The Crank, Abridged Magazine, Odd Magazine, Postscript, PROEM, SWWIM,
Strukturriss, The Inflectionist Review, Slouching Beast Journal, Harpy Hybrid Review, and others. She is on

Instagram: @lorelei.bacht.writer and on Twitter: @bachtlorelei.
 Shannon Sullivan is a poet from Lakeland, Florida. She is currently an MFA candidate in poetry at

Virginia Tech. 
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